
Growing your Apiary

Queen Production



A valuable queen mother



Why you should raise your own 

queens!

• They are adapted for our Texas climate.

• If  raised locally the queens will be in better 
condition than if  put into shipping cages and placed 
in the mail.

• You don’t know how long a queen has been banked.

• It could be an older queen.

• Purchasing queens is expensive!

• Raising queens is not rocket science!

In fact “the bees do all the work!”



Some Biological facts with queen 

rearing…..

• Queens are produced from fertilized eggs.

• Fertilized eggs produce both workers and queens.
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Virgin Queens

• Emerge from cell. 

• Mate in good weather –temperature warm, calm wind, no rain.

• Must mate within 20 days – or they become drone laying queens.

• Will begin laying within a week or two after mating.

• Young queens may lay several eggs per cell at first, they start slow.

• However, a brood pattern can be detected within several days.  The term 

“untested” usually refers to a queen who has not been a proven productive 

queen.  “Tested” indicates that the queen has produced brood which has been 

examined and certified by the breeder that she is producing good brood.

• Remember it takes 21 days for the first bees from the new queen to emerge.



Methods used to raise queens

• Natural swarm cells

• Supersedure/Emergency cells

• Walk away split (let them make a queen naturally)

• Non grafting methods 

• Grafting methods

• There is many ways to raise queens



All of  the methods will produce 

queens. (However!)

• You will need a hive to build the cells.  This hive is 
called a “cell builder hive”.  Again, many individual 
methods exist for raising queens in cell builders.

• Some prefer what is called a “queen-right” colony.

• Others prefer queen-less hives.

• You may run into the term “cell finishing colony”.

• Your method will vary according to the number of  
queens you want to raise and personal preference.



Requirements to raise queens

• Fertilized eggs or larva under 3 days 
old.

• A cell builder hive supplied with a large 
population of  well fed nurse bees.

• Hive well supplied with syrup and 
pollen.

• Conditions created to cause the bees to 
build queen cells.

• Close attention to calendar dates.

• Each queen to be raised must have a 
separate compartment or hive of  her 
own.

• Lets look at all of  these points!



Fertilized eggs or larva.

• If  you are going to raise 

queens, why not try to raise 

the best you can!

• Select for characteristics that 

are important to you.

• Avoid any stock that is 

aggressive, prone to swarm, 

etc.



A cell builder hive supplied with a large population 

of  well fed nurse bees.

• A cell builder is used to start 

and finish queen cells.  Thus the 

cell bars or in the (Miller 

method-- the frame with young 

eggs or larva) is placed into the 

center of  this hive and it 

remains there until the queen 

cells are ready for harvest.

• When queen cells are harvested, 

use the bees and frames to build 

nuc’s.



Hive well supplied with syrup and pollen.

• It is important that the cell builder hive is supplied 

with syrup before queen cells are started and after 

they are placed into the hive.  

• It is important to provide frames of  pollen to the 

hive.  (Note: or use pollen patties)



Conditions created to cause the bees to 

build queen cells.

• “To produce good queen cells, the conditions that 

exist in nature when a strong colony produces cells 

under the swarming impulse should be approximated.”

• From Queen Rearing and Bee Breeding by Harry H. Laidlaw Jr and Robert Page Jr.  

• Thus, the following needs to be observed……



Conditions created to cause the bees to 

build queen cells.

1. Crowded condition of  the brood nest. 

2. An over-abundance of  nurse bees – to create the production of  
royal jelly.

3. Comb builders stimulated by feeding syrup.

4. Good supply of  pollen – to feed nurse bees producing royal 
jelly.

5. Good ventilation

6. Lack of  queen substance (phermones).  If  present, it suppresses 
queen rearing. (Queen-less hive)

7. Presence of  selected young larva.



One way create a cell builder

• Start with a bottom board, an empty deep super and a division board 
feeder. Fill the feeder with syrup and keep it full.

• Shake three or four 2 pound packages of  bees into the cell builder.  
Sometimes this might be 3 pounds in each package.  The number of  
worker bees determines the number of  queens to be raised.

• Add 5 frames of  capped brood.  Try to avoid any with eggs but 
sometimes it can not be avoided. Add 2 good frames of  honey and 
pollen.  Insert one frame of  new foundation –which is removed when 
the cell bars are placed into the hive.  This is a great way to get new 
foundation started.

• Check for emergency queen cells two days later and place the grafted 
cell bars into the hive.



Cell builder

• A cell builder hive like the one shown 

will produce over 100 queen cells.

• The bees are used to stock new nuc’s 

several days before the queen cells are 

harvested. 

• You can add a shallow super with 

new foundation above the deep hive 

body. It provides cluster space above 

the cell bars. This is an excellent way 

to get new foundation drawn.



Each queen to be raised must have a separate 

compartment or hive of  her own.

• My nuc’s are deep five frame 

boxes.  

• But you can build two or three 

frame boxes to use as mating 

nuc’s

• Or you can use medium frames in 

a custom built box.

• You can even build top bar nuc’s

• They are easy to build and you 

can use scrap lumber.



Non Grafting Methods

• Miller’s Method



Miller Method
1. Prepare a modified Miller frame.
2. Move two frames of sealed brood and the queen from a breeder 

colony into a nuc.
3. Insert the Miller frame between the two brood frames
4. Make sure the queen is on one of the frames and that there are a 

lot of young workers.
5. On either side of the brood frames, fill the hive with frames of 

honey and pollen. There should be no empty cells in these frames; 
other wise the queen may lay in them.

6. The queen will be forced so lay eggs in the Miller frame as soon as 
cells are drawn. Feed the colony if necessary. 

7. About one week later, Remove the Miller frame and trim away edges 
of the newly drawn pieces of foundation until you encounter cells 
with small larva one or two days old. The larva should be on the 
lower edges of the foundation.

8. Give the Miller frame to a queen-less cell-builder colony. 
9. Nine days later, remove the sealed queen cells by cutting them from 

the Miller frame. Place them in queen-less hives or mating nucs.



Non Grafting Method

• Requires specific equipment.

• QC-100 - Mann Lake

• EZI-Queen System - Dadant



Double Screen Method

Produces queens while still producing honey
How this works:

• In the spring when honey bee populations grow rapidly, nurse bees are likely to 

prepare for swarming by producing swarm cells.

• Swarm cell building triggers:

• Plenty of  spring nectar and pollen coming in

• Crowding

• The queen’s pheromone is to faint

• Strong honey production:

• A lot of  workers with little larva to feed concentrate on collecting nectar.

• Basic process:

• You move eggs and larva and nurse bees to the top box of  hive away from 

the queen.

• You direct the forager bees to the bottom box to collect nectar.



Double Screen Method



Grafting Method

• This system requires the removal of  young 
larva (less than 24 hrs old) from its worker 
cell and the larva is placed into a cell cup. 
(Either plastic or wax).

• The cell cups are placed on a bar within a 
frame and this frame is placed in a cell 
builder hive for the bees to feed the larva 
and create queen cells.



Pay close attention to calendar dates

• Queens are produced from an egg in approximately 16 days.

• Thus if  you graft a young larva (4 days old- 3 days as an egg and 

1 day as a new small larva) the new virgin queen produced from 

that larva will emerge from her queen cell in 12 days + or – a 

few hours.

• Queens must be harvested before they emerge. This is usually 

10 to 11 days after the graft. 

• Otherwise, the first to emerge will kill the other queens by 

cutting down queen cells.  



Questions?


